Datasheet: Network Security

NETWORK
SECURITY
Cyber security is a growing concern for organisations of all sizes. Not only is the level
of threat increasing, but networks are becoming more complex… and potentially
more vulnerable.
A resilient but secure network is the backbone of a modern organisation. It must handle the data demands of today’s business applications and let
employees, partners and customers access their information from wherever they are, wired or wireless.
Security, however, is paramount. Greater agility and easier access cannot come at the cost of poorer controls or security protocols. Firewalls are an
essential part of your network, designed to allow permitted access and prevent threats such as malware, viruses and hacking attempts.
EnablesIT has been designing and deploying secure networks for over 25 years. We ensure data security for customers in all fields including
privacy-conscious sectors like healthcare, legal and financial services.
Our specialist consultants work with you to understand your requirements, design a suitable network and recommend appropriate measures that
ensure individuals have secure access to the information they need – and can’t access the areas they shouldn’t. Once agreed, enablesIT works
with your team to implement the agreed measures.

KEY FEATURES OF NETWORK SECURITY INCLUDE:
• Expertise with relevant IT vendors and industry best practice
• Part of our end-to-end network capability
• Highly experienced and qualified consultants, architects
and engineers

• Wide range of technologies including DDoS, authentication,
firewall, IPS and IDS

• Recommendation of policies and procedures in addition
to technology

BENEFITS:
• Secure user access at a granular, user or role-based level
• Defend your organisation against intrusion and attack
• Enforce your corporate security policy
• Ensure the integrity and reliability of your applications and data
• Benefit from over 25 years’ experience of designing and deploying
secure networks

• Enhance network security with external, vendor-independent advice
to augment your internal expertise

• Protect the reputation of your organisation
• Protect your valuable data with secure offsite backup configured
for rapid restoration

• Enjoy peace of mind with round-the-clock, 24/7 network monitoring

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ENABLESIT’S SOLUTIONS
Call +44 (0)845 125 5999

Email info@enablesit.com

Visit enablesit.com
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